The Zippie IRIS® rotation-in-space wheelchair offers a superior combination of positioning, maneuverability, and increased portability with the XLOCK® folding crossbrace option.
Intelligent Rotation in Space WITH PEDIATRIC-SPECIFIC DESIGN

With patented Intelligent Rotation in Space technology, the IRIS seat frame rotates around the child’s center of gravity. The rotation arm was designed specifically for pediatric users to ensure a smooth tilting motion. It also helps children remain comfortable and secure while tilting and is easy for parents and caregivers to control.

WC-19 Transit Approved FOR SAFE BUS TRANSIT

For safe bus and motor vehicle transit, the IRIS is approved for use as an occupant’s seat in a motor vehicle when used with an approved Wheelchair Tiedown and Occupant Restraint System in accordance with SAE (J2249).

Optional XLOCK® Folding Crossbrace FOR CONVENIENT TRANSPORT

The Zippie IRIS is more convenient than ever to transport and store. The patented XLOCK® folding crossbrace fully locks when unfolded for superior rigidity, and folds into a compact size for convenient transport.

Adaptable and Interchangeable Components for Easy Growth

Built-In Growth

With up to 4” of built-in depth growth and 2” of built-in width growth with the XLOCK frame or optional width-adjustable strut tubes, the IRIS grows with the child. Adjustable components, including armrests and footrests, also help to maintain proper positioning during development.

True Fit Growth Program

With the True Fit Growth program, the original Zippie IRIS owner qualifies for one free growth kit within 5 years. The growth kit includes all parts and components needed to adjust the seat width/depth of the chair. (Not available with the Zippie IRIS SE models.)
Superior Positioning FROM HEAD TO TOE

40° and 55° Rotation Ranges
The IRIS is available with 40° or 55° rotation ranges, offering the greatest tilt range of any pediatric tilt-in-space wheelchair. Posterior tilt improves children’s positioning to help facilitate feeding and respiratory function, reduce pressure, and improve line of sight.

Optional MONO Backrest System®
Its single central post allows the backrest and chair widths to be selected independently. It eliminates hardware interference for infinite adjustment of lateral thoracic supports, features 2” of midline backrest offset, and offers an optional dynamic function.

Optional Dynamic Back
The dynamic back moves with the child to help maintain proper positioning and reduce wheelchair damage resulting from involuntary movements.

Z-finity™ System for Lower Extremity Positioning
As children grow and needs change, the Z-finity System can be adjusted between 0.5” above the seat pan to 21” below the seat pan to provide proper support of the legs and feet at all times. Its rotating hardware allows infinite adjustment of the footrests’ angle and placement to achieve optimal positioning of the feet, ankles, and knees.

Options for Caregiver Convenience
- Vertical mount vent tray provides convenient access to either LTV or Trilogy ventilators
- Foot Release Tilt Actuator allows for tilting without exposed cables (pictured left)
- Push-button hub locks located on the back canes are compact, easy to access, and easy to operate
- Angle Adjustable Stroller Handle with 260° of angle adjustability fits varying caregiver heights and enables pushing from a tilted position (pictured left)
- Rocker arm cover prevents debris from collecting on the hardware
HCPCS Code:
Rigid: E1233
Folding: E1234

Transit Option: Yes*

Tilt:
40°: -5 to 35°, 0 to 40°, +5 to 45°
55°: -5 to 50°, 0 to 55°, +5 to 60°

Chair Weight:
Rigid: 32 lbs
Folding: 35.8 lbs

Transport Weight:
(w/o footrests & rear wheels)
Rigid: 22.8 lbs
Folding: 26.6 lbs

Weight Capacity:
225 lbs◊
(w/o seating)

Overall Width:
17.5" to 25.5"

Seat Widths:
Rigid: 10" to 18"
Folding: 10" to 16"
(grows to 18")

Seat Depths:
10" to 18"

Front Seat-to-Floor Height:
13" to 19"
w/drop seat:
11" to 17.5"

Rear Seat-to-Floor Height:
13" to 19"
w/drop seat:
11" to 17.5"

Footrest/Frame Angle:
Swing-In/Out:
60°, 70°, 80°, 90°
HD, ELR, ALR, Contracture,
Zfinity™ may be adjusted
to achieve a wide range
of footrest angles

Back Angle Adjustment:
Fore (-) 5° to Aft (+) 30°

Back Types:
Fixed Height,
Height Adjustable,
Reclining,
Dynamic,
MONO Backrest System®

Back Heights:
Fixed Height:
19", 22", 25"
Height Adjustable:
16 to 22", 19 to 25"
Reclining:
21", 24"
MONO Backrest System:
18.7", 21.7"

Center of Gravity
Adjustable: 6"

Rear Wheel Sizes:
12", 16", 20", 22", 24"

Caster Sizes: 4", 5", 6", 8"

True Fit or One-Time Free
Growth Kit:
IRIS: Yes
IRIS SE: No

Warranty: Limited/Lifetime
(Refer to Owner’s Manual)

*Zebra Kolorfusion can
be applied on any
frame color. Shown
here on Candy Blue.

◊ WARNING: Addition of the Z-Finity™ System footrest to this device
limits the maximum allowable user weight to 165 lbs. (75 kg)